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“The members of the UU Meeting House hold sacred each individual’s
spiritual and ethical development. We welcome all and seek unity in diversity.
We commit ourselves in service to the wellbeing of the congregation and to all of
life.”~~Mission Statement of the Unitarian Universalist Meeting House of Provincetown
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March.

•stand and be counted

•walking the talk
•march

to the beat of a
different drummer

•on the march
•stand up to

•march on!

•stand up for

•take a stance

•take to the streets

•shoulder to shoulder

The New Colossus
by Emma Lazarus

Not like the brazen giant of Greek fame,
With conquering limbs astride from land to land;
Here at our sea-washed, sunset gates shall stand
A mighty woman with a torch, whose flame
Is the imprisoned lightning, and her name
Mother of Exiles. From her beacon-hand
Glows world-wide welcome; her mild eyes command
The air-bridged harbor that twin cities frame.
“Keep ancient lands, your storied pomp!” cries she
With silent lips. “Give me your tired, your poor,
Your huddled masses yearning to breathe free,
The wretched refuse of your teeming shore.
Send these, the homeless, tempest-tost to me,
I lift my lamp beside the golden door!”
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Sunday, March 5
How to be a Perfect Stranger
Rev. Kate Wilkinson
In a time when boundary crossing and bridge building
between faiths is becoming more and more important,
we talk this morning about what we should know before
engaging in a religious tradition we are not familiar with.
Drawing on the book How to Be a Perfect Stranger, we’ll
talk about how a little research and some basic principles
can set us up for a much better encounter.
Sunday, March 12 (Daylight savings time)
Made for Times Like This
Rev. Kate Wilkinson
According to the Hebrew Bible, Esther was a Jewish
queen of the Persian king Ahasuerus. Her story is the
basis for the celebration of Purim the in Jewish tradition,
which is celebrated today. Esther’s story is, above all,
a story of courage, risk-taking, and embracing the idea
that “we were made for times like this.” What can we
learn from her story today?
Sunday, March 19 Rev. Ann Fox preaching
Sunday, March 26 Good Bones
Rev. Kate Wilkinson
When everything seems terrible there are two ways to
look at the future. We can focus on the bad things about
the world that we are passing on to our children, or we
can focus on the promise living within our children who
will create a better future. Today we’ll take inspiration
from Maggie Smith’s poem “Good Bones.”

Helping Hands. . .

Another UUMH great idea! Do
you need a ride? have a pet who
needs a walk? need some medication picked up? Helping Hands
has been at work since November
assisting the UUMH community.
Every month a different volunteer
is in charge of matching your need
up with someone who has volunteered to help. These volunteers are
creative and resourceful people--don’t hesitate!
Dianne Kopser is the facilitator:
508-237-1321

Committees are sending out the call
for new members! Get to the heart of
the matter and dig into the work! It’s
fun, you’ll learn a lot, you will make
new friends. See the
bulletin board for Committee Chairs.

If we accept and acquiesce in the
face of discrimination, we accept the
responsibility ourselves. We should,
therefore, protest openly everything
... that smacks of discrimination or
slander.
-- Mary McLeod Bethune

a note from Rev. Kate
a note from Rev. Kate
MARCHing!
Earlier today I attended the Provincetown Rally for Freedom put on by the Provincetown Board of Selectmen.
I was really pleased to see so many Meeting House members and friends there. It felt good to come together with our protest signs to stand up for what we believe in. The rally had a broad umbrella of focus, but the
overall theme was recommitting to being a community of refuge where all identities are valued and protected.
I enjoyed looking around at the various signs. Some signs were about women’s rights. Some were about our
history of welcoming immigrants (starting with the pilgrims!). Some were affirming that Climate Change is a
real thing, and the value of science. Some were about freedom of religion, and standing up to the recent ban
on travel from certain Muslim majority countries.
Our newsletter editor asked us this month to send in our thoughts about what we would march for. I would
march for all of these things, and have. When Facebook offers up photos of Facebook “memories”—What
were you doing two years ago?— often what comes up for me are pictures of rallies and marches. Me carrying
various protest signs. I’m proud of that. It’s important to tell the world what is important to you, especially
when those things are in danger or at risk.
But my answer to that question “what would you march for?” isn’t complete without adding that I wouldn’t
march for anything that I’m not also willing to call my Senators about, sign a petition for, donate money to,
or challenge myself to think more deeply on. Because although marching is important, and I do quite a bit of
it as part of my public ministry, in and of itself it is not enough. When I go to a march I don’t have the sense
that I am actively changing
the world. I do it because
marching is what I do when
I need to re-commit to
something. When I need
to be re-energized about
something. When I need to
see who my allies are in the
work. Marching isn’t what
changes things. It might
draw some attention if we’re
lucky. But really it’s just
the starting point, or the
re-starting point for the rest
of our activism.

So let’s march together! And then…
Rev. Kate

Meditation
Meditation
Meditation
A Walk to God
“We walk to God
Pause and reflect on this
Could any way be holier
Or more deserving of your effort,
Of your love and of your full intent?
Look not to ways that seem to lead you elsewhere...”
~ A Course in Miracles
Winter is here, still
A bit longer I am afraid
My legs feel cold and achy
An inner voice is pleading:
What are you waiting for, Ektala?
It‘s time to have some fun
“So many places to kneel down and kiss the Earth...!” (Rumi)
Wind and rain or shine
I am putting on my walking boots
To follow centuries of pilgrims
Risking life and limb
On the Path of Enquiry
Do you see where I am going?
Every step is prayer...
May I be strong, elated by the journey
And may I give thanks
To guidance, food and shelter
May I show mercy
For someone in despair
And if I find my way to God
May rainbows fill the sky
May bells be ringing to welcome me home...
Buen Camino d Ektala

Dear Readers,
March 2017 will be the last month
that I contribute a few words to this
page under the assumption of meditation.Starting in April, I would like to
share my "Notes from the Garden"
with you.Not that it is any different,
in essence everything is meditation. .
d Ektala

A gardener watches the sky
break into song
Cloud wobbly with what it is
Bud, thorn, the same...
Wind, water, wandering this
essential state
Fire, ground, gone
That's how it is with the outside
Form is ecstatic...
Now imagine the inner:
Soul, intelligence, the secret
worlds!
And don't think the Garden
loses it's ecstasy in the winter
It's quiet, but the roots are
down there, riotous...
~ Rumi
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Unitarian Universalism

Standing on the Side of Love
For the last seven issues
of the newsletter we have
looked at the Seven Principles of Unitarian Universalism which some would
say are the cornerstone of
our liberal faith.

Standing on the Side of Love (SSL) is an interfaith
public advocacy campaign promoting respect for the
inherent worth and dignity of every person. Standing
on the Side of Love confronts issues of exclusion,
oppression, and violence based on identity. With the
goal of creating beloved community, the campaign
pursues social change through advocacy, public
For the next few issues we witness, and speaking out in solidarity with those
will present some of the
whose lives are publicly demeaned.
important public stances
Our core issues of focus include, but are not
UUs have taken over the
limited to: LGBTQ equity, immigrant justice, racial
course of our history.
justice and intersectional movement building.
The Standing on the
The broad message, “standing on the side of
Side of Love Camlove,” emerged as a rallying point for people of faith
paign was launched
in 2004 in Massachusetts during their early efforts
in Massachusetts.
for fully inclusive marriage, and later during the
effort to keep the marriage equality law and block
An interesting qualification Proposition 8, in California in 2008.
of the phrase “Standing on
The Standing on the Side of Love campaign,
the Side of Love” is very
worth noting here. The use born out of that slogan and song by Rev. Jason Shelton of the same name, was launched after the 2008
of the word “standing” is
metaphorical and refers to shooting at Tennessee Valley Unitarian Universalist
a moral stance, of course.
Church in Knoxville, which was targeted because
However, there are UUs
they are welcoming to LGBTQ people and have a
who object to the word
liberal stance on many issues. The Knoxville com“standing” as it assumes
munity responded with an outpouring of love that
physical abilities that not
inspired the leadership at the Unitarian Universalist
everyone shares. Some
people choose to substiAssociation (UUA) to launch our campaign in 2009,
tute “living” on the side of with the goal of harnessing love’s power to chalthe love to address that.
lenge exclusion, oppression, and violence based
The composer, Rev. Jaon sexual orientation, gender identity, immigration
son Shelton, has changed
the title to “Answering the status, race, religion, or any other identity. (essay and
Call of Love.” He says he
is “quite convinced that
the new metaphor is more
theologically useful and
accurate.”

chart from the UUA website, www.uua.org)

When an individual is protesting society's refusal
to acknowledge his dignity as a human being,
his very act of protest confers dignity on him.
- Bayard Rustin

Let’s take a
look at where
the UUMH fits
in this chart.
Under
Hearts &
Minds: Do we
connect? Do
we include?
Under
Shift Culture:
1. Reaching
new people?
2. Deepening
our knowledge?
3.Intentional
about walking
the talk.
Under
Influence
Policy:
1. Be an
example
especially
with interfaith
partners?
2. Visible
presence?

Now--look
at where
YOU
fit in this
chart

Board
Board
Board Notes

Dear Friends,
Thank you each and every one. We faced obstacles and
we worked together to overcome them. After the special
meeting on Sunday February 12 to consider the purchase
of a parsonage and the unanimous vote which followed,
I went home elated, exhausted and relieved. We have
grown to be an amazing community honoring our UU
principles in the way we conduct our business and upholding right relationship with each other. It was the first
time we have held an important special meeting using
in-person and conference technology with such a large
number of members. It has been a learning experience
and hopefully we will continue to improve. There are too
many people to thank each individually, many are our
past leaders who brought us thus far and many are our
newer members who have brought new strengths and
wisdom to the Meeting House. For now however, all I
really want to say is, “Congratulations to you and you and
you…”

Most sincerely, Bruce de Ste. Croix

“Never be afraid to raise your voice for honesty and truth and compassion against injustice and lying and greed. If people all over
the world...would do this, it would change the
earth.”
― William Faulkner
David Roth and UUMH Choir
Photo: Marie Pittman

Social Justice
Social Justice
RACIAL JUSTICE PROVINCETOWN GROUP
“You must never be fearful about what you are doing when you know it is right.” Rosa Parks
Last month in our celebration of Black History Month at the UU Meeting House, the Racial Justice Group
created an exhibition honoring African American men and women who fulfilled their dreams by achieving
extraordinary significance in American history. Their efforts ranged from science to education, music to art,
poetry to politics, religion to medicine. African Americans who challenged the system. One of these pioneers, Frederick Douglass, born 1818 into servitude, overcame his bondage, taught himself reading and
writing. After he escaped he was eventually introduced to President Abraham Lincoln. Douglass assisted
Lincoln in the writing of our 13th,14th and 15th U.S. Amendments: abolishing slavery; giving citizenship to
all born in U.S.; and denying the right to vote to be based on race, color of skin and previous servitude!
This exhibition portrays incredible milestones of African Americans--dreamers who believed, and took the
steps in challenging the system. Our exhibit may very well become a ‘’traveling Black History presentation.’’
Viewers showed strong interest in honoring African Americans by bringing the exhibition to other Provincetown locations to and communities beyond.
We followed our display with an intergenerational gathering, presented by The Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr.
ACTION Group - SOUNDS of UNITY, Building Racial and Cultural Bridges through SONG. Their music program consisted of rhythmic African dance and Negro spirituals with a mini-African American history. In that
two hour presentation, we became ONE, joyfully joined in song, heartbeat and commitment.
As we, the Racial Justice Provincetown Group and our allies, reach deeper into our commitment and the
struggle for human and civil rights, Black lives Matter, social and environment justice, Women’s Marches,
Women’s rights, protection of immigrants and refugees, LGBTQ rights, we are truly bonding together with
the hundreds of thousands-- friends, neighbors, folks we’ve never met-united with LOVE, EQUALITY, JUSTICE and PEACE!
“Never doubt that a small group of committed citizens can change the WORLD
indeed it’s the only thing that ever has.” Margaret Mead
STANDING on the SIDE of LOVE:
We invite you to join us: next Racial Justice Meeting
Wednesday, MARCH 15th. 5pm -7pm				
We combine our gathering with a community potluck.
If you are able please bring a food dish to share.

STAND for Justice and Peace vigil
noon-1pm @ in front of Town Hall

Racial Justice Provincetown Group
Pastor Brenda Haywood,chair

“We must always take sides. Neutrality helps the oppressor, never the victim. Silence encourages the tormentor, never the tormented.”
Elie Wiesel
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Demonstrating Our Values Through Eating: This new 5-week
program offered by THE SOCIAL ACTION COMMITTEE
explores our daily food choices and their impact on our own
lives and on life on Earth.
Informative documentaries, fun cooking sessions, and more!
Starting Wed.March 19, through April 26th from 3pm-5pm
at The UUMH

Spring Equinox WALKING CLUB
Monday, March 20, 10am
White Cedar Swamp, Wellfleet
Join Rev. Kate and the gang for
our next walking club. In celebration of the Spring Equinox, we’ll be
stopping here and there
for poetry!!!

PANCAKE BREAKFAST
Sunday, April 23
Sponsored by the Membership Committee,
this delicious Meeting House tradition continues after service on April 23. If you can
help cook, serve, or clean up, please contact Kat Black (bunkerblackat@gmail.com)

CHURCH-WIDE CLEAN-UP DAY
Sunday, May 7 after worship

The Meeting House is in need of a
spring cleaning and it’s all hands on
deck! We’ll divide into teams based on
interest and ability…all ages are encouraged to
participate.
Are you good
at organizing?
Tackle the
candles closet
or the utility
room. Would
you rather be
outside? Help
us clean out
the garden
shed. Just want to take old posters down
from the bulletin board? That’s helpful too!
We will provide snacks and team captains for
a fun-filled work day.

Among Ourselves
Among Ourselves
Among Ourselves

Editor’s note: We send our loving energy to Jane Lea and Jennifer Shannon
as they wait for test results for Jane. The candle Jane lit at last Sunday’s Joys
and Concerns burns in our hearts. We wait with you, we pray with you. Janie,
we love you.

•We send our love and support to Larry Coons on the loss
of his beloved husband, Griff. He will be sorely missed.
Griff was a light and a friend to all who came upon him.
• Kate Wallace Rogers’ son, Oliver, was found and is safe
and being cared for.
• Welcome home to Marty Hassell and Ellen Anthony,
each of whom went on their respective journeys. We are
looking forward to many a tale.
• Our friend and ally, Deb Arsenault travelled from Canada
to DC for the Women’s March on Washington. A true ally
is she!
• We continue to hold Len Bowen and his partner Gary in
our hearts. It is a tough trek they face as they continue to
try and get to the root of Gary’s medical issues.
• Congratulations to Rev. Bill Clark’s congregation on the
Vineyard. With their tenacity and pluck, they have added
to the island’s affordable housing units. This is not easy!
They should be commended.
• We send love to Michael Fernandes and Susumu
Kishihara. They are in our prayers.
• We offer our unimaginable gratitude to Bruce DeSteCroix
for all the work he did to clear the way for our
congregation to actually move ahead on purchasing a
parsonage. Thanks also to the ad hoc committee, Stan
Hudson, Kathleen Henry and Jane Lea for laying the
groundwork. And thank you to ALL the members who
showed up for this vote. As you know well, we could not
have done it without you. We are quite the congregation
and we should be very proud! And, finally, we can offer
our beloved Rev. Kate and Lisa Bergeron peace of mind.
How better to act as a spiritual community?

Sometimes what you need is a good
laugh.

Lorraine Kujawa and unidentified
companion

Stand with
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Multicultural Women's
Healing Hearts Dialogue
Sat. March 18, 9:30am to 12:30pm at the
Brewster U. U. Meetinghouse
Parish Hall. 1969 Main St. (rte. 6A)
Co-facilitated by Jeanne Morrison and Tia
Cross
Be prepared to do some fun and educational activities together!
Feel free to bring your journal/writing materials and a beverage and some
munchies.
If you have questions, for more info or to
SIGN UP (necessary) you can contact Tia at
508-385-3114 or tcross38@gmail.com

Truro Center for the Arts
at Castle Hill

Spring and summer classes are open for
registration! We have workshops in the
visual arts, writing, as well as our expanded
culinary and permaculture workshops. This
spring we will also be opening up a community garden space at Edgewood Farm. Make
sure to save the date for our summer events
including some annual favoirtes and some
new ones! For a full listing of our spring and
summer workshops and all that is going on
at Castle Hill please visit our website www.
castlehill.org

Follow the UUA 2017 presidential campaign!
With three candidates on ballot, the UUA will use instant run-off voting for the first
time since 1977; regional candidate forums begin February 25.

Candidates for UUA president the Rev. Alison Miller, the Rev. Jeanne Pupke, and the Rev. Susan Frederick-Gray prepare to speak at a 2016 General Assembly candidates forum. (© Nancy Pierce).

The UUA General Assembly will elect a new UUA president on June 24. Three candidates are running for one six-year term: the Rev. Susan Frederick-Gray (susanfrederickgray.com), the Rev. Alison Miller (alisonforuuapresident.org), and the Rev. Jeanne
Pupke (jeannepupke.com).
Each congregation that certified its membership by February 1 will receive delegate
information in March.
All three candidates are scheduled to speak at regional gatherings this spring:
February 25, Eugene, Oregon (Pacific Northwest District Assembly);
April 1, Bethesda, Maryland (Central East Regional Leadership Day);
April 8, Charleston, South Carolina (Southern Region Spring Gathering);

April 21, Woburn, Massachusetts (N.E. Regional Assembly);

April 28, Oak Brook, Illinois (Mid-America Regional Assembly); and
May 6, Walnut Creek, California (Pacific Central District Annual Meeting).
Black Lives of Unitarian Universalism announced that the three candidates will also
speak at a forum during the BLUU Convening in New Orleans on March 11.
For complete election coverage, including candidate profiles,
visit uuworld.org/uuavote2017. For additional information, see uua.org/elections.

We March!
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I am willing to grasp the arm of an elderly resident I am willing to march and rise up
and march with them up the street to enjoy the day. like Phoenix for human rights and
I am willing to march for the cause of non-violence our planet, for the children, for our
and peaceful resolution of conflicts on the macro wildlife and for the beauty that feeds
and micro level. Best of all I am willing to give.-all souls!
Judy Jalbert
I marched for Gay Rights for 10

years, 1977-1987. I watched it all
evolve! I thought it was better! Then,
up to youth to carry the baton! It's
now again up to ALL of us!
"Be vigilant but not afraid." B.Obama
--Pat Medina

Def time to march again...did it
in the 60's, 70's, 80's and 90's for
peace, equality, GLBT and women's rights; marched last month in
Washington and again a couple of
i'm willing to march for
women's rights, which
weeks ago in Mar-a-Lago....anticmeans human rights; for
the future rights of our
ipating more to come! We change ch
ildren and grandchildren
, for the environment,
the world with every step forward,
especially our national pa
rks and forests; for
with the beat of each and every
many of my tenderly value
d causes -- as long as
resisting heart!!-my tenderly pulsing achi
lles tendons
Karen Pagano
hold out! other than that,
i am willing to continue to write emails, sign pe
titions, send post-cards
and make phone-calls to
officials' offices on a
I MARCH: for the basic human and civil rights of
relentless basis.
all humanity regardless of Race, Nationality.
love, char
I MARCH: to seek Equality, Freedom and Justice
DENIED by those who hold powerful Federal &
State positions

This issue of the Meeting House News on love
and caring, such simple but imperative virtues, brought tears to my eyes. Your Canadian
friends are heartbroken by the situation in
Washington, so diametrically opposed to the
UU covenant. I was proud to join the March on
Washington last weekend as part of a 600+
Canadian delegation. When friends asked
what propelled me to sit on a bus for 12 hours
each way, (other than anger), I explained our
5th and 6th principles. Reading in the last
News that three members went all the way
to support Standing Rock resonated and had
inspired me as well. Kudos to those members!
If nothing else, these crazy people in power
have already propelled many to engage in
social rights issues going forward.
~ WITH HOPE: WE The PEOPLE can show our
Bob and I hope to return for Easter weekend,
strength,commitment and solidarity marching for
I'll have my hat ready!
human / civil rights: Equality,Freedom, and the I
I carry you all
have been marching for ma
ny
hope of Justice with PEACE that includes ALL yea
in my heart.d
rs, for civil rights and pea
ce
HUMANITY
action. Don't march mu
ch any
Your Sister-of-the-North,
more, but come to ones in
town
Deb Arsenault
act justly, love kindness, walk humbly
when I can.
Ma
rth
a Nagy
Pastor Brenda
MARCHES I’ve marched: (Editor’s note: pretty
sure the list is even longer than this!)
1960: Boston / Roxbury Women UNITE take back
the NIGHT
1963: MARCH on Washington, DC:
1983: Washington, DC: MARCH for FREEDOM:
2015-2017: Jobs, Peace Wellfleet, Ma. WalKING for
PEACE,
celebration of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
2017: Boston: Women's March for a Stronger
America
VIGILS: 2014-2017
STAND for PEACE and JUSTICE
Provincetown 50th Anniversary
of SELMA Revisited

With Gongs and Tibetan Singing Bowls

Soothing Vibrational Frequencies
* Relieve Stress & Anxiety *
* Calm the Mind *
* Balance the Body *

Achieve a Deep Meditative State of Relaxation

Friday - March 3rd 2017

3:00pm – 4:00pm Admission $10
Unitarian Universalist Meeting House
236 Commercial St, Provincetown
Presented by: Paul Veneziano
Contact: Reverend Kate (508) 487-9259

Night’s Gift
sleep comes
informs
and unformed
we become again
sleep good
wake reborn
--Bruce de St. Croix

Isaiah 40:31
but those who hope in the Lord will renew their
strength. They will soar on wings like eagles; they
will run and not grow weary, they will walk and not
be faint.

2 Corinthians 4:8
We are pressed on all sides, but not
crushed; perplexed, but not in despair.

Back Page
The
Meetinghouse News

Kathleen Henry, Editor
Submissions are welcomed
and encouraged!
Please submit written work,
announcements,
and artwork,
by the 20th
of the month
to
meetinghousenews@gmail.com

